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        Sales Circular No. U- 06/2010 
 
From 
  The General Manager/Comml., 
  UHBVN, Panchkula. 
To 

All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs (OP) Circle, 
JE-I Incharge Sub Offices in UHBVN 

 
  Memo No. Ch. 131/SS-403/Loose-I/Ind. Feeder/Hospitals 

Dated: -    16.03.2010 
 
Subject: Policy in respect of Essential Feeders. 
 

  For giving supplies under essential Public Services and important 

Defence/ Government establishments, proper norms are not being followed by 

HVPN/UHBVN Sub-stations. In some cases continuous supply of urban feeders 

is being given even under emergency conditions in the name of giving supply to 

essential services. 

  To ensure proper discipline for identification of essential feeders, 

the following norms and type of consumers/load have been identified to be 

covered under essential feeder category. 

 

1. Water Works, Water treatment Plants, Boosting Stations, Disposal 

Works of all Govt. Departments like Public Health, HUDA, 

Municipal Committees and Municipal Corporations. 

2. Government Hospitals, Government Medical Institutions and Govt. 

Medical Research Institute. 

3. Railway Traction loads. 

4. All type of Defence establishments including MES, BSF, CRPF etc. 

However during extreme power shortage conditions defence 

authorities can be asked to restrain their non essential load like 

residential colonies, commercial areas etc, so that some relief to 

the system could be given and to avoid public resentment from 

adjoining Pvt. Colonies. 

5. Lift irrigation scheme of irrigation department. 

6. All India Radio and Door Darshan Kendra’s. 

7. Oil, Refineries, their pumping units and LPG refilling stations. 

8. P&T establishments including BSNL/VSNL/MTNL. 

9. Civil Secretariat, Circuit Houses and Government/Nigam 

establishments. 

10. District Jails and other Jails. 

11. Govt. Educational Institutions like Universities/National Institutes of 

Technology. 

12. Sub-stations and office complexes of Govt. Power utilities.  



  No scheduled cut, Load Restriction and peak load restrictions on 

the essential feeders will be imposed. However zero cut period, essential feeders 

can also be switched off except railway traction loads.  

The above category of consumers/loads must have their own 

independent feeder on 11 KV or above voltage for qualifying under essential 

loads/services category. 

These instructions supersede all the previous instructions on the 

subject. 

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all 

concerned for careful and meticulous compliance. 

 

 
          General Manager/ Commercial 

              UHBVN, Panchkula 
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